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We look out for those in need with Care, Compassion & Commitment

Introduction
The strength of Selsey Community Forum (SCF) is all about working in partnership,
understanding local needs and through the commitment of working together, delivering
solutions, which make a difference to those within our community. This was never more
true than in March 2020 when the Covid pandemic struck. Together the kindness and
compassion of our community came to the fore in acts of neighbourliness and practical
goodness and has continued with the community responding to those in need. Over
the period of the pandemic the charity saw a need for its services increase by 25% and
this increased level of demand has continued. SCF has ably risen to the challenges
maintaining the delivery of its services throughout the pandemic, This has been achieved
by implementing different ways of working, commissioning additional office space and
importantly maintaining access for the public by opening the Selsey Care Shop, a ‘one
stop shop’, by creating a safe environment for staff and visitors. ‘Good Morning Calls’
have been maintained to all our isolated and housebound residents. The buddy scheme
implemented at the start of the pandemic has now become Selsey Buddy Support,
supported by our large and valued group of volunteers.
What have been the key features of the past year? An increase in the complexity of
cases, increased levels of need, and increased numbers visiting the Selsey Care Shop.
Importantly our partnerships have facilitated the opening up and delivery of community
groups, to meet the needs of all those we support. As needs in our community have
grown we have extended the cover of services we provide to those between ages 1798+. We have embraced the Kickstart Programme and have been able to offer two
positions to local young people supported by the newly established Selsey Employment
Service. SCF has integrated environmental projects led by the Hidden Garden,
reaching out to the community, linking with other community groups and promoting
intergenerational projects. SCF has led on the development of a dementia friendly
community working in partnership with Selsey Dementia Action Alliance, delivering training
and working with local businesses to better understand the needs of those living with
dementia, all part of the wellbeing services and social care support which SCF delivers.
Without successful partnerships none of this would be possible.
Delivering on our commitments as set out in the SCF Business Plan we will continue in
the coming year to maintain our community groups and focus on funding to ensure that
we can deliver our commitments to the residents of the Selsey community. SCF calculates
the cost of running the Selsey Community Forum to be in the region of £500 per day and
we will focus on fund raising to ensure SCF is here for the future.
We are grateful to all who share our journey. This Annual Report celebrates good work
and demonstrates the value of ‘a one stop shop’ on the High Street offering access and
support to those in need.

Chair
Selsey Community Forum
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Accessing our Community
The Selsey Community has continued to show support in a range of ways particularly
through volunteering, donations, supporting fund raising and being a part of the many
community groups delivered through the Selsey Community Forum. During the periods
of lockdown, connections with residents were made possible through the collection of
shopping and prescriptions a service which continues as Selsey Buddy Support. Without
the support of a large volunteer group the maintenance of services would not have been
possible. As the range of community groups have begun to restart, volunteers have
been pivotal in building confidence to attend groups and enjoy the opportunity to spend
time together. As a demonstration of gratitude to our volunteers this was marked with a
celebration afternoon tea in September 2021.
The Selsey Care Shop is central to accessing all support services and community groups.
It is increasingly recognised as a ‘one stop shop’ and often acts as the ‘front door’ to a
range of partnerships which enables the Forum to so successfully serve the residents
of Selsey. We have been able to respond to an increase in demand for services, now
opening the shop 7 days a week enabling those who are isolated to come and chat and
for those who are house bound and isolated to receive their ‘Good Morning Calls’ and
receive that personal contact when weekends alone can be the most challenging.

Providing information and guidance is an important part of what we do and the specialist
team including volunteers and partners helps SCF to meet and understand the ongoing
needs of the community. SCF has invested in its volunteers through training and we will
continue to build on the core programme as we move into 2022.
An absolute lifeline. Everyone is
so kind and understanding. I am
pleased to belong here. Thank you!!
GS

To all at the Care Shop and to
everyone who have been so very
kind to me in my hour of need.
Without you all I would not have
survived - thanks and all my love and
best wishes
JB
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Working with our Partners
Throughout 2020/21 the strength of partnership working has been demonstrated in so
many ways. In conjunction with the charity Patron Amanda Waring, local Selsey Care
Homes were able to access a Christmas Extravaganza. Through the partnership with
UK Harvest the Pop Up Pantry is now in place and hosted weekly at the East Beach
Church. This is a great initiative which saves food waste and provides the opportunity
for local residents to access a range of quality produce and foods for a small cost which
would have otherwise gone to waste. Importantly, this provision also addresses food
poverty in our community. The partnership with Frontline a money support service has
assisted in the support of 150 people over the year not only with money management
clearing £70,000 of debt but also providing assistance in the claiming of benefits and
the completion of forms. A number of our residents have been assisted with re housing
working with housing providers and local councils, to better meet local residents needs.

During the Covid vaccination roll out the partnership between the Selsey Medical Practice
worked to identify those who were house bound or might experience difficulties getting to
the vaccination centre. The partnership with the medical centre is pivotal in supporting the
residents SCF directly work with, in assessing need and accessing the right support at the
right time.
SCF is supported in a range of ways by local businesses which includes contributions
through fundraising, the provision of meals, or by way of donations and we are very
grateful for their ongoing support. We have seen the level of donations increase over
the last year and this has directly contributed to the charity successfully delivering many
groups to those in our community.
The charity has worked with a range of organisations including churches, who have given
support by providing access to space for community groups and other activities. This
warm welcome has contributed to their success and the ability to run our wide range of
community groups and activities.
In September 2021 SCF ran a raffle with a range of great prizes donated by local
businesses. This was a successful event and raised a total of £1230 for the charity.
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Being a Friend
How have we achieved this? Our excellent staff team and our committed group of
volunteers have maintained ‘Good Morning Calls’ throughout lockdown and as services
have restarted, the calls have provided the confidence for those who are isolated to join in
and be a part of the many community groups. The ‘Good Morning Calls’ currently to 95
residents, have provided a lifeline to our isolated and house bound residents and those
who were caring for others. These calls have checked on wellbeing and signposted to
other services where necessary. As the community has opened up visits are resuming
enhanced by the giving of treats all supported by those who benefit from our services.
SCF is currently delivering twenty eight monthly Befriending activities. Selsey Buddy
Support is now well established responding to approximately 20 requests per week.
Its value and model of good practice is recognised by a range of local and national
organisations.
The partnership with local churches makes possible Respite Teas with between 20-30
guests attending weekly. We are grateful to the Venture Club who provide transport to
those who are otherwise unable to get out throughout the week. The Selsey Community
Forum Newsletter along with the Community Diary sets out the numerous monthly
activities which provide a life line for many. There are community groups each day
accommodating a range of needs and providing an opportunity for residents to commune
together, chat and receive support. The end of year 2020 was celebrated by a Christmas
Lunch, successfully delivered to 140 isolated residents. Christmas 2021 is to be
celebrated by a sit down lunch for 50 people supported by volunteers and delivered to 70
residents who are housebound.

I feel like a queen getting dressed up
to go out and having someone fetch
me and take me to high tea
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We so enjoyed the singing session
and singing has continued all
weekend’ I don’t know what we
would do without you

Wellbeing
We have worked to maintain the Selsey Wellbeing Service throughout the pandemic by
remote support and now through groups or ‘one to one’ support depending on the type
of need and support required. We have linked with Youth Dream and their counselling
provision which has extended the support we can offer. There are currently 15 individuals
receiving counselling through accessing our services. Parenting Support is led by one of
the specialist team and provided as needs arise.
Throughout the year there has been a particular focus on how the needs are met for
those with hidden disabilities. As part of the programme of support a new group has
started ‘Say Aphasia’ for those whose speech has been affected by a stroke or slowness
of thought. The group allows people to communicate sociably in a suitable environment. A
group of 16 attended their first meeting.
The impact of the pandemic means there are many more in our community who have
lost loved ones. Over 50 residents have been supported following bereavement. This is a
key resource as the covid virus continues to affect communities and we support a higher
percentage older population in our community where loss and loneliness is experienced
by many.
As a key part of our commitment to improve people’s lives, through care and support we
have achieved this through the community groups, supporting those living with dementia.
We have re opened the Movies for Memories with lunch, Morning Live hosted with our
partner the Venture Club and Shop Talk, coming together for coffee and biscuits. To
enhance physical wellbeing dementia friendly Zumba is now available weekly.

In response to a need to support those with suicidal thoughts SCF has now set up ‘Hope
in Dark Places’ working with people who have a range of challenges in their lives building
confidence and working alongside them to identify coping strategies and explore solutions
when possible.
The Selsey Care Shop has been working with B a person who suffered a serious
physical attack leaving them with lifelong injuries and trauma. No longer able to
deal with their pain they tried to take their own life. After a period of treatment they
returned home. Over time they have suffered a series of losses again taking them
to the edge and feeling very vulnerable. With support from the Care Shop specialist
worker their benefits are now being sorted out and they know they are not alone
and have support. ‘We met the other day and B thanked us and said that they
wouldn’t be here now if not for us we have given them HOPE’.
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Caring for Carers
Caring for carers is an important part of the work we do, supported by strong
partnerships with Carers Support West Sussex, Tuvida and West Sussex County Council.
Support groups are a lifeline for many of our carers, living with dementia and other
conditions. The pandemic left many without respite time for carers and they are now
welcoming the opening up of support groups which include providing weekly afternoon
teas for carers at The Shop as well as the setting up of a Stroke Club for both carers and
the cared for. The Men’s Breakfast Group for male carers is well attended with up to 15
attendees, this enables carers to come together chat and receive mutual support. These
relationships have helped to build confidence and assist in decision making in often very
difficult and emotionally challenging circumstances.
We have now made provision for bespoke support for those carers who are recently
bereaved and a Friendship Group is in place for former carers who need ongoing support.
Our committed volunteers are undertaking wellbeing checks and alert the Selsey Care
Shop team if there are any concerns. Monthly wellbeing calls are made to all carers
registered with SCF. These calls are to check on how carers are coping, their emotional
wellbeing and to see if there are any changes in the support they require.
Carers support also run the very valuable service of providing independent living aids.
This service provides a storage hub and ensures that all the equipment loaned out and
returned is in good order. This service has been able to respond in a crisis and where
equipment has been required at short notice following discharge from hospital.
The end of the summer was celebrated with Carers Teas which was well attended and
much appreciated.
There has been active ongoing fundraising with a number of very successful car boot
sales throughout the summer months when weather permitted, raising a total of £4000.

We can’t express in the right words how grateful we are for all the help you have
given us over the last months. Everything you have done has helped to make our
lives easier when we needed it most. Thank you once again for your kindness and
dedication to helping others. With best wishes
C&A
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Improving Lives Achieving Aspiration
Our aim is to make a difference to the quality of people’s lives particularly enabling
residents to be independent. We have supported residents to apply for their Blue Badges
and access a range of allowances which promotes independence and has increased
individual choice about the support they receive at home. The partnership between the
Selsey Medical Practice, housing and other community resources has seen outcomes
which have improved lives and living arrangements. The relationships between the Selsey
Care Shop and the numerous number of care providers which includes local care homes
is strong with support offered through Age Fusion bringing the generations together
supporting each other and sharing their life experiences. We have developed a dedicated
trained group of Later Life Buddy volunteers to support those planning for their care using
the ‘My Future Care Matters Framework’. This is working well and providing security for
those planning support for their future care particularly where there is no immediate family
support or family live a distance away
Selsey Community Forum is pleased to be supporting the Kickstart programme in
partnership with Clarion Housing, providing opportunities for two Kickstart placements.
The scheme is enabling young people to receive support and gain work experience
and prepare to take their next steps to meeting their potential and achieve personal
aspirations. They are working on specific projects which includes links with the Selsey
Academy and other community groups. The placements are supported by the new in
house Selsey Employment Service (SES) led by the SES co-ordinator who is making
connections with local employers, developing a network and directory of local businesses.
They are supporting a range of individuals into work either for the first time or later in life.
A jobs board is now in place setting out local job opportunities. The SES co-ordinator has
been working with local businesses to build Disability Confidence with the aim of opening
up new employment opportunities. The service has been developing its media platform
all helping to raise the profile of the service, advertising employment opportunities, and to
communicate what we do.
New Opportunities
This Kickstart placement has
benefited me in a lot of ways. It has
allowed me to experience what a
‘proper’ job is like, in a sector I never
thought I’d be working in. It has
bought out my confidence and I feel I
am able to cope with the challenges
this job, or any future job, may
entail. This is due to me having the
opportunity to advance my previous
skill set whilst learning entirely new
skills.
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Being part of a Kickstart placement
has moved me on in my life in many
ways. It has given me confidence
and problem solving skills that I didn’t
know I had. I have had lots of training
on various topics which I have used
day-to-day. All the things I have
been taught (from self-awareness/
confidence to physically lifting
somebody up) are all things that have
aided me in my personal life as well
being beneficial to any future roles.

Our Environment
Over the past year the charity has see the Hidden Garden become a part of Selsey
Community Forum. It is a great space located behind The Bridge which is part of Youth
Dream, supporting young people in Selsey.

The Grow Selsey project is a great way of supporting the environment working to organic
methods for growing vegetables, herbs and land maintenance, while also providing a safe
and quiet space for those across the generations. Successful partnerships have been
achieved working with immediate neighbours Men in Sheds and the Selsey Academy all
based on the same site, working together and offering a range of support and activities
to those who need care and support. The ongoing use of the Hidden Garden space
along with other resources on the site has now been agreed, securing these wonderful
resources for the future.
A new pond is in development creating diversity in the Community Garden with
designated areas for re wilding, creating space for wildlife, flowers and meadows. bringing
in butterflies, birds and bees which people love to see.
Celebrating our wonderful space
We had 15 work days completed
by volunteers this week as well as
working with 2 Academy students.
The volunteers have been helping
earthing up potatoes, planting salad
and Brassica plants, lots of weeding
and helping setting up new compost
containers.

The Greenway Project started six years
ago as a partnership project, to develop a
cycle way from Selsey to Chichester. This
has made great progress and is well on the
way to completion.
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I took some new potatoes, salad
bags and tomato plants to the
Pop-up Pantry and everything was
snapped up except a few tomatoes.

Thursdays are very busy with
volunteers and the Tea Garden
afternoon. I gather produce and
attendees usually between 20-30
people attend in the day and take
away the produce.

Data
The following data shows the activity at the Selsey Care Shop in the year to date.
The data shows that the Pop Up Pantry is being increasingly utilised with increased
attendance since August 2021.
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What SCF does in a average month
750 people fed

15 people counselled
18 parents supported
300 Befriended
20 people assisted with debt or benefits
1700 called
100 Enjoy the Hidden Garden
225 can access dementia support
340 visit the Selsey Care Shop
550 Carers can access support in 10 groups 50 access information
80 Buddy Support requests answered
1000 Newsletters distributed
30 clients helped with employment

The Year Ahead
In the coming year Selsey Community Forum will continue to focus on:
▪
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Fund raising through grant applications but also by exploring new partnerships and
other creative ways of raising funds. We will work with larger commissioned charities
to explore funding opportunities. Our ongoing commitment is for the charity and all
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The Year Ahead
In the coming year Selsey Community Forum will continue to focus on:
l Fund raising through grant applications but also by exploring new partnerships and
other creative ways of raising funds. We will work with larger commissioned charities
to explore funding opportunities. Our ongoing commitment is for the charity and all
community groups to be sustainable. Our commitment and focus is always on the needs
of the community and we will continue to consider those needs and where possible seek
the resources to support them.
l We will continue to monitor and review the Selsey Community Forum Business Plan which
sets out our commitments until 2023. The operating environment is constantly changing
with new national challenges and the increasing complexity of local needs. To meet these
challenges we will ensure that the charity is able to meet its commitments through ongoing
scrutiny and financial review, introducing charging for some activities where appropriate.
l SCF has committed to self evaluation and this will continue in the coming year being
clear about what works and how we deliver and achieve good practice and learn from
others and through the partnerships we value.
l The Selsey Care Shop has been recognised as a model of good practice across other
county towns in West Sussex. Work will continue to explore National Lottery funding to
establish similar resources in the Witterings, Midhurst and Petworth.
l The Grow Selsey Project will focus on developing family food growing through the
Garden Share Scheme, working with the community to look at underused space and
gardens. A programme of tree planning will continue along with the development of a
Remembrance Garden. Our aim is to be a part of the National Garden’s Open Day on the
22 May 2022.
l We will continue to develop into 2022 a range of new Wellbeing activities. Dementia
friendly Zumba classes will continue. Pain control and relaxation will be supported by monthly
‘And Breath’. For those living with Parkinson’s, groups will run twice monthly and Music and
Parkinson’s, monthly. A plan is to run MS groups twice monthly. These groups add to an
already extensive programme and planning and sustainability will always remain in focus.
l Our dementia work in the community is well embedded. However there is room for
development of the Dementia Strategy and how we continue to strengthen links with
other organisations particularly in relation to funding and national initiatives.
l As the range of community groups has grown demand for space has increased. We
are grateful to partners making space available to us. We will as part of our ongoing
planning for sustainability look at how we can secure additional space for the future.
l Our use of data is developing though we recognise there is much more work to do in
establishing a clear evidence base for all our activities.
l The SCF staff team, Trustee Board and volunteers bring a wealth of knowledge and
skills to the charity. The charity benefits in so many ways through the contributions each
makes and we will continue to harness those thoughts and ideas in a range of ways
throughout the coming months.
Thank you
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Your support is so important to our success we want to thank all those who have
supported Selsey Community Forum throughout the past year.
With 12 staff, 160 volunteers and 14 Selsey Community Forum Trustees the charity
continues to serve our local, isolated community and the surrounding Manhood district.
Please continue to help SCF so that we can be here for our Selsey residents in the future.
To make contact visit us at:
121 High Street, Selsey, PO20 0QB
Tel: 01243 201616
Email: mail@selseycommunityforum.uk
Website: www.selseycommunityforum.uk
Find us on:
Selsey Community Forum
Links to You Tube Mike’s video
Gillian Keegan visit to Selsey Care Shop
Radio clips Jo & Karen- recent 5 Live slot
Other relevant pictures current SCF Newsletter
Link to ‘What is Selsey Community Forum’ and what do we do
Link to Annual Accounts

